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Golf 
 

Golf is a sport in which a player, using a variety of different clubs 
hits a ball into each hole on a golf course in the lowest possible 
number of strokes. Golf is one of the few ball games that does not 
use a standard sized playing area, rather the game is played on 
“courses”, each one of which has a unique design and typically 
consists of nine or eighteen holes. 
 
The first game of golf for which records exist was played at 
Bruntsfield Links in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1456. The modern 
game has spread from Scotland and is now played in most 
countries in the world. 
 
Golf competition may be played as stroke play, in which an 
individual with the lowest score is declared the winner or as 
matchplay. 
 
Golf has now become a major spectator sport and players are well 
recognised as celebrities. Sponsorship has also become part of 
the game where players are paid large amounts amount of money 
to wear or use a particular brand. 

 
*********************** 

 

1.   What is used to play golf? 

2.   How is the winner of the game decided? 

3.   What is unusual about where golf is played? 

4.   What do you call the area on which the game is played? 

5.   How many holes are there on a typical course? 

6.   When and where did the first recorded game take place? 

7.   What are the two ways in which the game can be scored? 

8.   What is meant by ‘spectator sport’? 

9.   What does the word ‘celebrities’ tell you? 

10. Why do some players get sponsored? 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 1)  
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The Old Man 

 
He was a strange and sinister looking man who never spoke to 
anyone in the neighbourhood. His long face was white as snow 
and his eyes were like two black dots in his head. People said he 
had done “terrible things” many years ago, although no-one was 
quite sure what this meant. 
 
When he shuffled down the street, he never looked at anyone and 
ignored the names the local children shouted at him.  Other people 
might have stopped and said something or told parents what their 
children were doing. He never did. 
 
One day he just seemed to vanish. Since no-one had ever spoken 
to him, no-one knew the real reason for his leaving. Some said he 
had been taken away in the middle of the night, others that he had 
died and still haunted the streets, creeping around when the sun 
went down waiting to pounce on anyone who dared disturb him. 

 
***************************** 

 
 
 
1.      What does ‘sinister’ mean? 

2.      Why does the man have no friends? 

3.      What technique describes the colour of his face? 

4.      Why are the words “terrible things” in speech marks? 

5.      What does the word ‘shuffled’ tell you about his movement? 

6.      Why do the children shout things at him? 

7.      Why does he not tell the parents? 

8.      Why does no-one know where he has gone? 

9.      What do people think might have happened to him? 

10.    What is the effect of the word ‘creeping’? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 2) 
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Oceans 
 

Oceans cover nearly three quarters of the surface of the earth. 
There are four oceans. The largest and deepest is the Pacific. 
The second biggest is the Atlantic, which is only half the size 
of the Pacific. The Indian is smaller but deeper than the 
Atlantic. The smallest and shallowest of the oceans is the 
Arctic Ocean. 
 
The oceans are never still. Winds act on their surface and 
produce waves. The Gulf Stream and other currents flow like 
rivers through the oceans and every day, the ocean surface 
falls and rises with the tides. 
 
Another process which affects them is loss of water, which is 
drawn up into the air by the sun’s heat and returned to earth 
as rain. 
 
Rain water running off the land carries salts and other 
minerals into the oceans. 

 
************************* 

 
1.       How much of the earth’s surface is covered by oceans? 

2.       How many oceans are there? 

3.       Which one is the largest? 

4.       Which one is the smallest? 

5.       How much bigger than the Atlantic is the Pacific? 

6.       What produces waves? 

7.       What is the name of the main current that flows through the 
          oceans? 

8.       What causes the surface level to fall and rise? 

9.       What causes the loss of water? 

10.     What things does the rain bring to the oceans? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 3) 
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In Your Dreams 

 
Charlotte kept having a horrible dream. In it, she wasn’t Charlotte 
at all, but a princess who had been captured by a huge and 
ferocious dragon and was being kept prisoner in its cave. Brave 
heroes had tried to rescue her, but the dragon had eaten them all 
and had scattered their bones on the cave floor. 
 
The dream was terrifying and Charlotte had dreamed it every night 
for weeks now. It was such a relief to wake up and find herself in 
her ordinary bed, in her ordinary house, with ordinary mum and 
dad in the next room. If only the nightmare would stop, she 
thought, she’d never grumble that life was boring again! 
 
Someone had told her that if you went to bed really tired, you were 
less likely to dream, so all day she had deliberately done lots of 
energetic things. But as soon as she fell asleep… 

 
(From Short and Spooky by Louise Cooper) 

 
*************************** 

 

 

1.      What is the problem with Charlotte? 

2.      What adjective tells the reader what her dream is like? 

3       How is she different in the dream? 

4.      What is happening to her in the dream? 

5.      How does the writer make the image of the cave seem 
         scarier? 
 

6.      How long has she been having this dream? 

7.      Why does the writer repeat the word ‘ordinary’? 

8.      What had she been grumbling about before? 

9.      What did she do to try and stop dreaming? 

10.    Why does the writer put the three dots at the end of the  
         sentence? 
 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 4) 
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The Moon 
 

Most scientists believe that the moon and the earth were formed 
about 4.5 million years ago from a cloud of dust and gas. Earth has 
only one moon which seems to glow at night with its own light. In 
fact, this light is reflected sunlight. The different shapes of the 
moon that we see depend on how much of the sunlit side of the 
moon we can see. 
 
The moon is the only celestial body on which human beings have 
landed. The United States’ Apollo program achieved the only 
manned missions, six of which took place between 1969 and 1972.  
 
The tides of the sea are caused by the moon’s gravity as it orbits 
the earth. It pulls the water towards it, causing high tides and also 
pulls the earth towards it, making the water rise on the other side 
of the earth, causing low tides. 

 
 

************************ 
 

 

 

1.    How long ago were the earth and moon formed? 

2.    What does the moon ‘seem’ to do? 

3.    Explain what is actually happening. 

4.    Why does the moon appear to have different shapes? 

5.    What does ‘celestial’ mean? 

6.    What was the name of the United States’ space missions? 

7.    How many missions were there between 1969 and 1972? 

8.    When did they take place? 

9.    Explain what causes high tides. 

10.  How does the moon cause low tides?   

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 5) 
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The Seaside 
 

Every weekend, dad loads all of us into the car and we drive thirty 
miles down the coast to his mum and dad’s home. Our 
grandparents live in a seaside village, which is on a headland that 
sticks out into the sea like an arrow. 
 
Grandad is one of the two lighthouse keepers and he lives with our 
Gran in an apartment on the ground floor. When I grow up, I plan 
to take over Grandad’s job and live in the lighthouse apartment. I 
will hang a sign on the door that says NO LITTLE BROTHERS 
ALLOWED. There won’t be any girls allowed either, except my 
mum who can come in to make dinners and do washings and stuff. 
 
Every Saturday I will climb the 116 steps to the very top of the 
lighthouse to polish the lighthouse lenses in the lamp room. 
Grandad wears a special canvas belt with pockets for polishing 
cream, rags and a water bottle. 

 
(From The legend of the Worst Boy in the World by Eoin Colfer) 

 
**************************** 

 

1.     Why does the word ‘loads’ seem unusual here? 

2.     How far away do the character’s grandparents live? 

3.     What technique is the writer using to describe the headland? 

4.     How many lighthouse keepers are there? 

5.     What does the character plan to do when he is older? 

6.     Why is the sign in capital letters? 

7.     What does it tell the reader about his brother? 

8.     Why will he let his mum come in? 

9.     How do we know that the lighthouse is very tall? 

10.   Why does his Grandad’s belt have pockets? 

 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 6)                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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Taste 

 
We are able to taste food because of the taste buds that are on our 
tongues. Our tongues are covered in tiny bumps and the taste 
buds are buried in the sides of these bumps. Human beings have 
about 10,000 tiny taste buds which are located on the back, tip and 
sides of the tongue. The middle of the tongue has hardly any taste 
buds. 
 
When food dissolves in the mouth, the cells in the taste buds send 
signals along nerves to the brain. This tells the person whether the 
food is sweet, sour, bitter or salty. Each patch of taste buds picks 
up one kind of flavour, with the tip most sensitive to sweetness. 
 
Flavour is a mixture of the taste and the smell of food. If you have 
a bad cold with a blocked nose, then you can’t really taste food 
because you cannot smell it. 
 
Also, the best way to eat or drink something that does not taste 
nice is to hold your nose while you swallow so you don’t smell it. 

 
************************** 

 

1.     What allows us to taste food? 

2.     Where are taste buds found? 

3.     How many taste buds do human beings have? 

4.     What part of the tongue has the least taste buds? 

5.     How are the signals sent to the brain? 

6.     What are the four kinds of flavour taste buds pick up? 

7.     What kind of flavour does the tip of the tongue pick up best? 

8.     What is the effect of having a blocked nose? 

9.     Explain why this happens. 

10.   What should you do if you have to eat something that doesn’t 
        taste very nice? 
 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 7) 
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The Wolf 

 
The wolf’s yellow eye is large and round, with a black pupil in the 
middle. And it never blinks. The boy could be watching a candle 
flame in the dark. It grows fatter and rounder like a harvest moon in 
an empty sky. But what really matters is the pupil. The black pupil. 
You wanted to stare at me, it seems to be saying, so go ahead, 
stare at me! It sparkles so brightly, it’s scary. Like a flame. 
 
The boy stays where he is. He doesn’t look away. Slowly, Black 
Flame allows her muscles to relax. After a while she whispers 
between her fangs, “Fine, we’ll make a deal. You can stare as 
much as you like but don’t disturb me while I’m teaching the little 
ones – is that clear?” 
 
All around them lies the snow. It stretches as far as the hills on the 
horizon. The silent snow of Alaska in the Far North. Black Flame’s 
voice rises solemnly out of the white silence. “Children, today I’m 
going to talk to you about human beings.” 

 
 

(From Eye of the Wolf by Daniel Pannac) 
 

******************************** 

1.      What is unusual about the wolf’s eye? 

2.      What does the writer compare it to? 

3.      What is this technique called? 

4.      Why is ‘the black pupil’ a single sentence? 

5.      What word describes how bright it is? 

6.      How does the writer make the boy seem brave? 

7.      What is the wolf’s name? 

8.      Explain why the setting is effective. 

9.      What is ‘silent snow’ an example of? 

10.    What word describes the way the wolf speaks?  

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 8) 
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No Football 
 

Furious football fans were left staring at blank screens yesterday 
after a technical blunder wrecked coverage of their opening league 
match. Almost ten minutes of the game were lost when pictures 
repeatedly flickered, faded and flashed back again. 
 
Raging viewers had no idea what was going on at the game as the 
commentary also disappeared thanks to the satellite sports 
channel’s botch-up. Fans were left to stare at the company logo for 
up to 30 seconds at a time during the course of the clash. 
 
Last night a spokesman said: “We had a problem with a satellite 
truck which was beyond our control. We apologise to all our 
viewers because it spoiled their enjoyment of the game. It was a 
problem that took time to fix and we did so as quickly as humanly 
possible.” 

 

 
 

*********************** 
 

 

 

 

1.     What adjective describes how the fans were feeling? 

2.     What were they watching instead of football? 

3.     At what stage of the season was the game being played? 

4.     What does ‘repeatedly’ mean? 

5.     Why did the viewers not know what was going on at the 
        game? 
 

6.     What do the words ‘botch-up’ tell you about the situation? 

7.     What kind of channel was the game being shown on? 

8.     How long were people forced to stare at the logo? 

9.     Who apologised to the fans? 

10.   Why could the channel not do anything straight away? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 9)    
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Velvet 

 
A sad little miaow came from inside the box and Paige felt tears fill 
her eyes. The thought of Velvet being sent away was just too awful 
to bear. Poor Velvet would be frightened and confused if Mrs Stark 
took her to an animal rescue place. Mrs Stark ignored her. “Miss 
Linnet will be pleased when I tell her I’ve finally rounded up this 
stray,” she said. Then she sneezed. “Atishoo!” She picked up the 
box and strode towards the door. 
 
Paige, Shannon and Summer followed Mrs Stark all the way to the 
head teacher’s office. Miss Linnet glanced from the cat box to 
Paige and her friends, and then back to Mrs Stark. “Yes I’ve been 
aware of the kitten,” she said, her face unreadable. 
 
Miss Linnet held up a hand for silence. “Is the kitten in there?” she 
asked, indicating the box. “Yes,” Mrs Stark said, lifting the lid.  “It’s 
right…Oh!” She gave a cry of surprise. “It’s gone!” she exclaimed. 
Paige felt her heart leap in delight. Clever Velvet had escaped! 

 
(From Charm Hall by Tabitha Black) 

 
******************************* 

 
 
 

1.      How does the reader know it is a cat in the box? 

2.      What is this an example of? 

3.      What does the cat’s name make the reader think of? 

4.      What word shows how Mrs. Stark feels about Velvet? 

5.      Why does she sneeze? 

6.      Who is the head teacher? 

7.      What is different about the way she refers to the cat? 

8.      What does ‘unreadable’ mean? 

9.      How does she let them know they have to be quiet? 

10.    Why does the writer use a lot of exclamation marks? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 10) 
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Queen Victoria 

 
Victoria was born in 1819 and was only 18 years old when she 
became queen. She married a German prince called Albert who 
was her cousin and came from Germany. Victoria had nine 
children who were very popular in the country and had many 
buildings and streets named after them. 
 
Victoria reigned longer than any other British king or queen, for a 
total of 64 years, until her death in 1901. There were many 
changes in society during this period including the invention of the 
motor car. Also, during this period the Great Exhibition took place 
which showed off all the goods British workers made to the rest of 
the world. 
 
During her reign Britain conquered many other countries and took 
goods from overseas. These included cotton and tea from India 
and cocoa and gold from Africa. Prince Albert died when he was 
42 and Victoria wore black clothes for the rest of her life. 

 

 

***************************** 

1.      When was Victoria born? 

2.      What year did she become queen? 

3.      Where did her husband come from? 

4.      How many children did Victoria have? 

5.      How do you know they were popular? 

6.      How long was she queen? 

7.      What were some of the things that happened during this 
         time? 
 

8.      What does ‘conquered’ mean? 

9.      What goods came from overseas? 

10.    Why did Victoria wear black clothes? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 11) 
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The War 

 
 

It was dark, but there was a moon. The ruins in front of them 
glowed blue. Jake raised his hand to halt his squad of fighters. He 
ducked behind a wall and watched the squad following his orders 
quickly and without a sound. Ten hard soldiers in helmets and 
body armour, their faces painted green and black. His squad, 
ready to fight even when they were worn out. 
 
Jake looked at his communications man. His real name was Gary, 
but the squad called him Tiny because he was so big. Not many 
kids made it to Tiny’s size by the time they were twelve. Not many 
kids make it to the age of twelve at all these days, thought Jake. 
 
Tiny’s fingers clicked over the computer’s keys, putting in the 
security code and their squad number. A face came up on screen, 
an old man with silver hair and cold blue eyes. 

 
(From Alien by Tony Bradman) 

 

***************************** 

1.      Explain when the story is taking place. 

2.      Where is the light coming from? 

3.      What colour is it? 

4.      How do we know that Jake is the leader? 

5.      How many soldiers does he have? 

6.      What are they wearing? 

7.      How does the reader know that they are tired? 

8.      Explain how Tiny got his name. 

9.      Where is the onomatopoeia in the last paragraph? 

10.    How is the description of the old man effective? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 12) 
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Recycling 

 
Recycling is when things that are thrown away can be used again. 
When old jars and bottles are recycled they are melted down and 
made into new ones instead of being dumped. It means there is 
less rubbish and less new material required for making things. 
 
It is often cheaper to recycle things and is good for the 
environment because it means we save resources such as trees, 
oil and water. We get wood from trees to make paper, furniture and 
buildings, but chopping down trees causes damage to the area 
and can cause floods. 
 
Recycling also cuts down on the rubbish we put in landfills, which 
are large holes dug into the earth. When it is full, a layer of earth is 
spread over the top. It can take hundreds of years for the rubbish 
to rot and as landfills become full, we may run out of places to put 
our rubbish. 

 

*************************** 

 

1.      What is recycling? 

2.      How are jars and bottles recycled? 

3.      How does this lead to less rubbish? 

4.      Why is there less new material required? 

5.      What kinds of resources are saved by recycling? 

6.      What kind of things are made from wood? 

7.      Why is chopping down trees not always a good idea? 

8.      What are landfills? 

9.      How long does the rubbish take to rot? 

10.    What are the problems with using landfills? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 13) 
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Layla 

 
Layla was nervous. She had played small shows before. She’d 
played to hundreds, as the support act, but this was her first 
festival. Thousands would be watching. All she had were her voice, 
her songs and one guitar. Her manager pushed her onto the stage. 
 
When she picked up her guitar, Layla’s confidence returned. There 
was a warm breeze. The faces in the crowd seemed to be smiling. 
She began with the song that would be her first single. It was 
called Open Book. She finished to a big cheer. The crowd were on 
her side. 
 
The next four songs went well. She only had one more to do. She 
stopped to retune one of her guitar strings. The crowd was quiet. 
Then a voice called out. “Play Open Book again.” 
Layla smiled. “I’m glad you liked it,” she said. 
“Play it again! All your other songs are rubbish!” 
Layla didn’t know what to say. She’d never had a heckler before. 

 
(From Shouting At The Stars by David Belbin) 

 
***************************** 

 

1.      Why was she nervous? 

2.      What is meant by ‘the support act’? 

3.      Where is she about to play? 

4.      How many people would be watching her? 

5.      How can you tell she was scared to go on stage? 

6.      When does her confidence return? 

7.      What is the weather like? 

8.      How does she know the crowd are ‘on her side’? 

9.      How many songs does she plan to sing? 

10.    Why does she think the heckler is asking her to play Open 
         Book again? 

 
(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 14) 
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Islam 

 
Islam means obedience to the will of God and the followers of 
Islam are called Muslims, which means “obedient ones”. Muslims 
believe that God’s word was told to a man called Muhammad in 
the early seventh century. Muhammad became known as the 
Prophet. 
 
There are about one thousand million Muslims in the world today, 
mainly in the Middle East, North Africa and Asia. 
 
The Qur’an is the Islamic holy book and is believed to be the word 
of God passed down to Muhammad during the last 22 years of his 
life. The writings were not collected into one book until after his 
death but were passed on by word of mouth. Most Muslims try to 
learn to read the Qur’an in its original Arabic and read part of it 
every day. 
 
There are five pillars of Islam which show how Islamic beliefs 
should be put into action in daily life. These are the rules by which 
Muslims try and live. 
 

***************************** 

1.      What does Islam mean? 

2.      What does Muslim mean? 

3.      When do Muslims believe God’s word was revealed? 

4.      What is the name of the Prophet? 

5.      How many Muslims are there today? 

6.      What is the name if the Islamic holy book? 

7.      When were the words collected into a book? 

8.      What language is the Qur’an written in? 

9.      How many pillars of Islam are there? 

10.    Explain what these are for. 

 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 15) 
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Music Practise 
 

The next afternoon as Chelsea was practising her saxophone, the 
front door opened and her mother came bursting into the living 
room. 
 
Her hair was drenched, her raincoat soaked through. Chelsea 
raised her eyes to the window and saw that it was as black as 
night outside and pouring rain. She had been concentrating so 
hard on her music, she hadn’t even been aware of the rainstorm. 
 
Chelsea gasped when she saw that her mother’s white uniform 
was stained with dark red blood. “Mum – what happened?” she 
cried. “We had a little accident at the home. One of the patients 
slipped in the bath and got cut. It looks much worse than it was.” 
 
As her mother changed into a clean uniform, Chelsea told her 
about the new boy in her class, how they went for a walk and how 
he seemed shy but nice. Mrs Richards, pulling on the starched 
white uniform seemed very pleased. “Can’t wait to meet him,” she 
told Chelsea, smiling. 

(From First Date by R.L.Stine) 

 

*************************** 

1.      What is Chelsea doing? 

2.      What words describe her mother’s entrance? 

3.      What does ‘drenched’ tell the reader about the rain? 

4.      What is ‘black as night’ an example of? 

5.      Why was she not aware of the rainstorm? 

6.      Why does she gasp? 

7.      Where does her mother work? 

8.      Explain how the writer tells us what her job is. 

9.      What two adjectives describe the new boy in her class? 

10.    How does the reader know her mother is ‘very pleased’? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 16) 
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The Solar System 

 
The solar system is the sun and the group of objects that orbit it. 
They stay together in this system because of the powerful pull of 
the sun’s gravity. The sun is the largest object in the solar system 
and contains more than 95 percent of all the material. The rest is 
made up of nine planets, more than 80 moons and billions of 
asteroids and comets. 
 
About five billion years ago, the solar system was born from a 
huge cloud of gas and dust called the solar nebula. This material 
was left over from the formation of the Milky Way galaxy. Gas and 
dust collected around the sun in a disc. The disc cooled and bits of 
solid matter began to freeze and stick together. Over millions of 
years these lumps joined together to form the planets. 
 
During the 1980s, astronomers discovered other stars surrounded 
by gas and dust. A decade later, the first solar systems other than 
our own were discovered. 

 

**************************** 

1.      What is the solar system? 

2.      How is it kept together? 

3.      What is the largest object in the solar system? 

4.      What makes up the rest of the system? 

5.      How long ago was the solar system formed? 

6.      What was the name of the cloud of gas and dust? 

7.      Where did this material come from? 

8.      What happened to the bits of matter? 

9.      What important discovery was made in the 1980s? 

10.    In years, how much later were other solar systems 
         discovered? 
 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 17) 
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Fish and Chips 
 

Man, I hated working in my old man’s fish and chip shop. It was 
boring and smelly and oily too. Loads of kids from my school came 
in and all I ever got from them was, “Chips and curry sauce, mate.” 
When I was younger, it was quite funny, being asked for that all the 
time. But after a while, it just got on my nerves. 
 
It wasn’t strictly a fish and chip shop either. My dad sold Indian 
style food too – samosas and pakora and kebabs, and curries of 
course. 
 
“This is how we make our money,” my old man would say to me in 
his own peculiar brand of English. “Those trainers were paid for by 
fish and chips.” 
 
I went over to the big, yellow bucket into which I had thrown what 
felt like a million chipped potatoes earlier and dragged it over to my 
dad. I wasn’t going to pick it up. Man, raw chips weigh a ton. Over 
the counter, I saw our first customer come in. 

(From Dream On by Bali Rai) 

***************************** 

1.      Where does the character work? 

2.      Why does he say he doesn’t like it? 

3.      Who comes into the shop? 

4.      What do they ask for? 

5.      How has his attitude to this changed? 

6.      What does he mean by ‘wasn’t strictly a fish and chip shop’? 

7.      What else does the shop sell? 

8.      What does the word ‘peculiar’ tell the reader about the way 
         his father speaks? 
 

9.      Why is the word ‘million’ effective? 

10.    Why does he not pick up the bucket of chips? 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 18) 
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Democracy 
 

Democracy is a form of government in which people take part in 
ruling the state by electing their own government. The members of 
different political parties stand for election and people vote for the 
candidate they want. Elections are held regularly which gives 
people the chance to pick a new government. In a democracy, 
people should be allowed to say and believe what they want and 
should not be put in prison without a trial. 
 
The most common type of democracy is one where a parliament is 
elected and made up of people from different political parties. The 
leader is often known as the Prime Minister. In some countries 
there is a king or queen as well as a parliament but they play no 
part in politics. 
 
In other countries, called republics, the head of state is an elected 
president. An example of this is the United States, whose 
parliament is called Congress and is made up of two separate 
chambers called the Senate and the House of Representatives. 
 

*************************** 
 

1.      In a democracy, who elects the government? 

2.      Who stands for election? 

3.      Why are elections held regularly? 

4.      What should people be allowed to do? 

5.      What must happen before someone can be sent to prison? 

6.      What is the name of the ruling group? 

7.      What is the leader called? 

8.      Name another type of democracy. 

9.      What is the leader called? 

10.    How many chambers make up Congress in the  
         United States? 
 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 19) 
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The Fish 

 
All of a sudden there was a ripple and a flash, and a big fish leapt 
out of the brown water, making a rainbow in the spray as it flew in 
an arc and landed back – splash – in the water again. 
 
I had been feeling very gloomy a moment before. Now I stood and 
blinked and stared. Nothing moved. I wanted to see the fish again. 
The glow of the colours had flooded my eyes, like when you open 
the curtains on a sunny day. I had a warm feeling all through, 
despite the mud. 
 
I put one foot forward and tested the ground. I had old leather 
sandals on and bare feet, but you wouldn’t have known it. The mud 
had made big oozy mud clogs around each foot.  
 
I wanted the ground to be safe to walk on because I so wanted to 
find that fish. But it wasn’t safe – I knew I’d get stuck if I got any 
closer and I was quite a way from the house, and maybe no-one 
would come looking until teatime. 

(From Fish by L.S.Matthews) 
 

******************************** 

1.      What two things happen before the fish appears? 

2.      What verbs describe how the fish moves? 

3.      What does the description of the water tell the reader? 

4.      What kind of image is presented by ‘rainbow in the spray’? 

5.      What word in paragraph 1 is an example of onomatopoeia? 

6.      How had the character been feeling? 

7.      What does the word ‘flooded’ tell the reader about the 
         colours? 
 

8.      What is he wearing on his feet? 

9.      Why have these become hard to see? 

10.    Explain why he doesn’t want to get stuck. 

 

(Close Reading Pack 3 - Passage 20) 
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Close Reading Pack 3 -  Answers  

 

Passage 1 (Golf) 
 
1.      Different clubs. 
2.      The lowest number of strokes. 
3.      Does not have a standard area. 
4.      A course. 
5.      Nine or eighteen. 
6.      Bruntsfield Links, Edinburgh in 1456. 
7.      Stroke play or match play. 
8.      People watch it being played. 
9.      They are famous. 
10.    They are paid more money to wear a brand. 
 
Passage 2 (The Old Man) 
 
1.      Scary/dangerous/threatening etc. 
2.      He never spoke to anyone. 
3.      Simile. 
4.      They are the actual words people say. 
5.      He moved slowly / didn’t lift his feet. 
6.      Because he is strange / different. 
7.      He doesn’t speak to people. 
8.      No-one knows him. 
9.      He had been taken away or had died. 
10.    We think of him moving slowly and silently. 
 
Passage 3 (Oceans) 
 
1.      Three quarters. 
2.      Four. 
3.      The Pacific. 
4.      The Arctic. 
5.      Twice the size. 
6.      Winds. 
7.      The Gulf Stream. 
8.      The tides. 
9.      The sun’s heat. 
10.    Salts and minerals. 
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Passage 4 (In Your Dreams) 
 
1.      She keeps having a bad dream. 
2.      Horrible. 
3.      She is a princess. 
4.      She is being kept prisoner by a dragon. 
5.      Bones on the floor. 
6.      Weeks. 
7.      To emphasise how normal it is compared to the dream. 
8.      Life was boring. 
9.      Tire herself out. 
10.    To show there is more to come. 
 
Passage 5 (The Moon) 
 
1.      About 4.5 million years ago. 
2.      It seems to glow. 
3.      The light is being reflected from the sun. 
4.      Only part of it is lit by the sun. 
5.      To do with the sky or space/heavenly. 
6.      Apollo. 
7.      Six. 
8.      Between 1969 and 1972. 
9.      The moon pulls the water towards it. 
10.    The moon pulls the earth towards it. 
 
Passage 6 (The Seaside) 
 
1.      He is talking about people like suitcases or luggage. 
2.      30 miles. 
3.      Simile. 
4.      Two. 
5.      To become a lighthouse keeper/take over from grandad. 
6.      To make it clear. 
7.      That he is a nuisance/annoys the character. 
8.      To make dinners and do washings. 
9.      It has 116 steps. 
10.    To carry the cleaning equipment. 
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Passage 7 (Taste) 
 
1.      Taste buds. 
2.      In tiny bumps on the tongue. 
3.      About 10,000. 
4.      The middle. 
5.      The taste buds send signals along nerves to the brain. 
6.      Sweet, sour, bitter and salty. 
7.      Sweet. 
8.      You can’t taste food. 
9.      Because you cannot smell it. 
10.    Hold your nose. 
 
Passage 8 (The Wolf) 
 
1.      It never blinks. 
2.      A flame and a harvest moon. 
3.      Simile. 
4.      It makes it stand out. 
5.      Sparkles. 
6.      He doesn’t move or look away. 
7.      Black Flame. 
8.      It is quiet and remote. 
9.      Alliteration. 
10.    Solemnly. 
 
Passage 9 (No Football) 
 
1.      Furious. 
2.      Blank screens. 
3.      At the start. 
4.      Again and again. 
5.      There was no commentary either. 
6.      Things went badly wrong. 
7.      Satellite television. 
8.      Up to 30 seconds at a time. 
9.      A spokesman. 
10.    It was beyond their control. 
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Passage 10 (Velvet) 
 
1.      The word miaow. 
2.      Onomatopoeia. 
3.      Something soft/luxurious. 
4.      Stray. 
5.      Because of the cat hair. 
6.      Miss Linnet. 
7.      She calls it ‘the kitten’. 
8.      Cannot be read/don’t know what she is thinking. 
9.      She holds up her hand. 
10.    To show surprise. 
 
Passage 11 (Queen Victoria) 
 
1.      1819. 
2.      1837. 
3.      Germany. 
4.      Nine. 
5.      They had buildings and streets named after them. 
6.      64 years. 
7.      The car was invented and Britain conquered many countries. 
8.      Took control of. 
9.      Cotton, tea, cocoa and gold. 
10.    Because her husband died/she was in mourning. 
 
Passage 12 (The War) 
 
1.      At night. 
2.      The moon. 
3.      Blue. 
4.      He tells the others what to do. 
5.      Ten. 
6.      Helmets and body armour. 
7.      They were ‘worn out’. 
8.      Because he was so big. 
9.      Clicked. 
10.    He seems mysterious and unfriendly – ‘cold blue eyes’. 
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Passage 13 (Recycling) 
 
1.      Re-using things that are thrown away. 
2.      They are melted down. 
3.      They are not thrown away. 
4.      Because the old things can be used instead. 
5.      Trees, oil and water. 
6.      Paper, furniture and buildings. 
7.      Damages the area and can cause floods. 
8.      Large hole dug in the earth and filled with rubbish. 
9.      Hundreds of years. 
10.    They fill up and we run out of places to put rubbish. 
 
Passage 14 (Layla) 
 
1.      She had only played small shows before. 
2.      Someone who is on before the main band. 
3.      A festival. 
4.      Thousands. 
5.      Her manager has to push her onto the stage. 
6.      When she picks up her guitar. 
7.      Nice (‘warm breeze’) 
8.      They give her a big cheer. 
9.      Six. 
10.    Because he liked it so much. 
 
Passage 15 (Islam) 
 
1.      Obedience to the will of God. 
2.      Obedient one(s). 
3.      The early seventh century. 
4.      Muhammad. 
5.      About one thousand million. 
6.      The Qur’an. 
7.      After the death of the Prophet. 
8.      Arabic. 
9.      Five. 
10.    They show how Islamic beliefs should be put into action. 
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Passage 16 (Music Practise) 
 
1.      Playing her saxophone. 
2.      Bursting. 
3.      It was very heavy. 
4.      Simile. 
5.      She had been concentrating so hard. 
6.      She sees the blood on her mother’s uniform. 
7.      A nursing home. 
8.      Tells us about her ‘white uniform’. 
9.      Shy and nice. 
10.    What she says and the fact that she is smiling. 
 
Passage 17 (The Solar System) 
 
1.      The sun and the group of objects that orbit it. 
2.      The pull of the sun’s gravity. 
3.      The sun. 
4.      Planets, moons, asteroids and comets. 
5.      About 5 billion years ago. 
6.      The solar nebula. 
7.      The formation of the Milky Way. 
8.      They froze and stuck together. 
9.      Other stars surrounded by gas and dust. 
10.    Ten. 
 
Passage 18 (Fish and Chips) 
 
1.      In his father’s fish and chip shop. 
2.      It was boring and smelly. 
3.      Kids from his school. 
4.      Chips and curry sauce. 
5.      He used to find it funny but now it annoys him. 
6.      It sells a lot of other things. 
7.      Samosas, pakora, kebabs and curries. 
8.      He speaks it in a strange/different way. 
9.      It emphasises how many chips there were. 
10.    It is too heavy. 
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Passage 19 (Democracy) 
 
1.      The people of the country. 
2.      Members of political parties. 
3.      Gives people the chance to pick a new government. 
4.      To say and believe what they want. 
5.      They must have a trial. 
6.      Parliament. 
7.      Prime Minister. 
8.      A republic. 
9.      President. 
10.    Two (Senate and House of Representatives). 
 
Passage 20 (The Fish) 
 
1.      There was a ripple and a flash. 
2.      Leapt and flew. 
3.      It is dirty/not clear. 
4.      Lots of different colours (in the water). 
5.      Splash. 
6.      Very gloomy. 
7.      There are lots of them/they all appear very quickly. 
8.      Old leather sandals. 
9.      They have been covered by the mud. 
10.    He is far from home and no-one will come looking straight  
         away. 
 


